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DATAMODIFYING BUS BUFFER

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is a divisional application ofUS. appli-
cation Ser.No. 11/381,081 filedMay 1, 2006, entitled “Sys-
tem for Modifying Data in a Bus Buffer,” which claims pri-
ority under 35 U.S.C. §119(e)to provisionalApplication Ser.
No. 60/791,544 filedApr. 11,2006, entitled “DataModifying
Bus Buffer.”

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to databuses, and more particularly,
to a data modifying bus buffer.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The advent ofelectronic computing systemshas automated
communication and control of differing types of peripheral
devices that were previously implemented using manual con-
trolling methods. Principal among these aremilitary vehicles
such as aircraft that may each have a multitude ofperipheral
devices for aiding navigation, enabling reconnaissance,
weaponry deployment, tactical sensory devices, and the like.
Because each ofthese peripheral devicesmay be deployed at
various locations onthe aircraft, databuses having commonly
accepted protocols, such as the MIL-STD-1553 protocol,
have been developed to enable communicationand control of
these devices from a mission computer, the functionality of
which is accessible by the pilot of the aircraft. Executable
software residing on the mission computer is defined by an
operational flight program (OFP), which is responsible for
communicating with and controlling each of the peripheral
devices. Nevertheless, once initially designed, the additionof
new peripheral devices onto a MIL-STD-1553 databus typi-
cally requires extensive regression testing in order to ensure
that the core functionality ofthe operational flight plan is not
adversely affected.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

According to one embodiment of the invention, a data
modifying bus buffer generally includes a switch that is con-
figured to selectively couple a first databus to a second data-
bus. The switch is controlled by a buffer controller. The first
databus and a second databus have a similar predetermined
protocol. The buffer controller is operable to monitor the first
databus for the presence of a particular sequence of the sig-
nals such that, when the particular sequence of the signals is
found, the first switch may be selectively opened or closed.
According to anotherembodimentofthe present invention,

a method for modifying a particular data signal transferred
from a first databus of a vehicle to a second databus of an
associated peripheral device includes the acts ofmonitoring
the first databus for the presence ofthe particular data signal.
The particular data signal comprises a header portion and an
original data portion. Inresponse to finding the particular data
signal, a modified data signal is transferred to the second
databus.Themodified data signal includes the header portion
and a modified data portion. The modified data portion con-
tains information that has been modified from the original
data portion.

Some embodiments of the present invention may provide
numerous technical advantages.A technical advantageofone
embodiment may include the ability to add functionality to a
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2
network having a databus in a relatively easy and cost effec-
tive manner. The data modifying bus buffer is capable of
automatically modifying selective messages that are trans-
ferred from a controlling device, such as amission controller
to any peripheral device, thereby alleviating the necessity of
changing the operational flightplan to perform suchbehavior.
Thus, additional peripheral devices may be configured on a
databus, such as a MIL-STD-1553 databus, in order to
enhance the utility ofthe databus due to continually changing
needs.

While specific advantages have been disclosed herein-
above, it will be understood that various embodiments may
include all, some, or none ofthe disclosed advantages.Addi-
tionally, other technical advantages not specifically citedmay
become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art following
review ofthe ensuing drawings and their associated detailed
description

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention, as defined in the claims, can be
better understood with reference to the following drawings,
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a partial front elevational view of an aircraft
implementing one embodiment of a data modifying bus
buffer according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram indicating the implementation of
the embodiment of FIG. 1 that is coupled to an avionics
databus and a weapons pod databus ofthe aircraft;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of several components of the

embodiment of a data modifying bus buffer of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of several components of the

buffer controller of the embodiment of FIG. 3; and
FIG. 5 is a timing diagram indicating a sequence ofmes-

sages that may be transferred through the embodiment of
FIG. 3.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring now to FIG. 1 of the drawings, a partial view of
anaircraft 10is shownhaving atriple ejector rack 11mounted
onto onewing 12ofthe aircraft 10.The triple ejector rack 11
is a type ofbomb releaseunit, whichmay be adaptedtomount
one ormoreweapons in various physical configurations. The
triple ejector rack 11 provides an advantage over other types
ofbomb releaseunits having only one or two weaponmounts
in that more armament may be carried and/or delivered to its
respective destination during any particular mission of the
aircraft. Additionally, the triple ejector rack 11 may be
deployed with missiles, dumb bombs, or smart bombs, such
as the joint direct attack munition, or joint standoffweapon
type smart bombs. Smart bombs differ from dumb bombs in
that geographical orother spatial coordinate informationmay
beprogrammed into the smartbomb. This enables controlling
circuitry within the smart bomb to pinpoint its target with
greater accuracy than typically achieved with dumb bombs.
The triple ejector rack 11 enables mounting ofup to three

stores orweapons 13,wherein oneweapon 13b is adapted to
depend from underneath the triple ejector rack 11 and the
other two weapons 13a and 130 are adapted formounting to
either side ofthe triple ejector rack 11. This type ofphysical
configuration possesses a significant drawbackwhen used in
conjunction with weapons. Namely, smart weapons need
access to locational data as well as orientational data of the
aircraft in order for theweapon to properly access its intended
target. Thus, the triple ejector rack 11 as shown in FIG. 1
presents a problemwherein eachweapon (13a, 13b,and 130)
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is disposed on the triple ejector rack 11 at differing angles
relative to the roll angle 0 of the aircraft 10.

The roll angle 0 ofthe aircraft 10 is definedgenerally as the
angular orientationofthemainwing 12ofthe aircraft relative
to the horizontal plane of the Earth. As shown in FIG. 1, the
aircraft 10 is in a generally upright orientation thereby form-
ing a roll angle 0 of0 degrees.Weapons 13a, 13b,and 130are
disposed on the triple ejector rack 11 at 270, 180, and 90
degrees relative to the roll angle 0 ofthe aircraft respectively.
Given an instantaneous roll angle 0 of the aircraft of 0
degrees, theweapons 13a, 13b, and 130are each disposed on
the triple ejector rack 11 at 270, 180, and 90 degrees respec-
tively relative to the horizontal plane ofthe Earth. Therefore,
it has been discovered that a need exists for correcting roll
angle 0 information transferred to each weapon 13 such that
the weapon 13 may properly access and strike its intended
target.

FIG. 2 shows one embodiment that may provide a solution
to this need. This embodiment uses a data modifying bus
buffer 20 that is operable to modify a portion of particular
messages originating from a first databus 21 and are destined
for at least oneperipheral device such as aweapon 13coupled
to a second databus 25. In one embodiment, the first databus
21 may be disposed within the aircraft 10 and the second
databus 25may be disposedwithin the triple ejector rack 11.
In this embodiment, data modifying bus buffer 20may inter-
cept messages containing roll angle 0 information that is
being transferred from the aircraft 10to theweapon 13.Once
intercepted, a rotational offset value may be combined with
the roll angle 0 information in order to form a modified data
portion, which may then be transferred to the weapon 13. In
this manner, each weapon (13a, 13b, and 130) on a triple
ejector rack 11 may each continually maintain concise roll
angle 0 information of its respective roll angle position rela-
tive to the earth.Although the present embodiment describes
the selective modification ofone particular type ofmessage,
it will be appreciated that the data modifying bus buffer 20
may be adapted to modify aportion ofany type ofmessage or
packet that is transferred between intercoupled databuses for
use by any type ofperipheral device.
Afirst databus 21may be coupledto amission computer 22

that administers data transfers with at least one first databus
coupled peripheral device 23 coupled to the first databus. In
one embodiment, the first databus 21 is a MIL-STD-1553 or
similar type databus suitable for controlling various periph-
eral devices disposed on the aircraft.Although not by way of
limitation, these peripheral devices 23 may include a stores
management system, an embeddedglobalpositioning system
inertial navigation system, a control display unit, a central air
data computer, TGP radar or targeting pod, a radar warning
receiver, such as the Air Force’s ALR-69 radar system, and
counter measures dispense system, to name a few.
A second databus 25 may be coupled to one or more

peripheral devices such asweapons 13a, 13b,and 130. In one
embodiment, the databus is a MIL-STD-1553 or similar type
databus that is configuredonaweapons pod, suchas the triple
ejector rack 11.According to the MIL-STD-1553 protocol,
the peripheral devices 13may be each configured as a remote
terminal (RT). In another embodiment, the peripheral devices
13 are weapons.
According to the present embodiment as shown in FIG. 2,

the first databus 21 is coupled to the second databus 25 via a
data modifying bus buffer 20. The datamodifying bus buffer
20 is configured to transfer andreceivemessages between the
mission computer 22 to any peripheral device 13. In a first
databus 21 that is implemented on an aircraft 10, the mission
computer 22 may be disposed within the fuselage of the
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4
aircraft 10, and the bus buffer 20 may be housed within the
weapons pod 11. Given this configuration, coupling of the
first databus 21 to the bus buffer 20 may be provided by a
cable 26 having significant length. To remedy any potential
problems inherent in these substantially elongated cables 26,
the bus buffer 20 may comprise circuitry to re-condition the
electrical signals transferred to and from the first 21 and
second 25 databuses as well as to decrease inherent loading
on the first databus 21 that may occur due to multiple periph-
eral devices 13coupledto the seconddatabus 25.However, in
other embodiments, this re-conditioning circuitrymay not be
included if electrical buffering between the first and second
databuses is not needed or desired.
A block diagram depicting several components of one

embodiment ofthe datamodifying bus buffer 20 are shown in
FIG. 3. The data modifying bus buffer 20 may have a buffer
controller 30 that is operable to monitor and control the flow
ofmessages through the data modifying bus buffer 20. The
data modifying bus buffer 20 may be bi-directional in that
messages may be transferred from the first databus 21 to the
second databus 25 or from the second databus 25 to the first
databus 21. For transferring messages from the first databus
21 to the second databus 25, a receiver 31a is provided that
receives signals according to the givenprotocol constraints of
the first databus 21. In the embodiment in which the first
databus 21 has a protocol compliantwith theMIL-STD-1553
standard, the receiver 31a is configured to accept Manchester
II, bi-polar type signals. In order to convert these bi-polar
signals to single-ended signals foruse by the buffer controller
30, a first level shifter 32a is included that is coupledbetween
the receiver 31a and the buffer controller 30. Following the
processing of signals from the first databus 21, a second level
shifter 34a is included to convert the single-ended signals
back to, in this example, Manchester type, bi-polar signals,
and then the signals are transmitted onto the second databus
25 via a transmitter 35a.A switch 33a couples the first level
shifter 32a to the second level shifter 34a. Switch 33a selec-
tively transfers messages comprising signals from the first
databus 21 directly to the seconddatabus 25, thereby defining
anoriginalpaththroughthe datamodifyingbus buffer 20.The
flow of messages from the second databus 25 to the first
databus 21 is provided by a receiver 31b, first level shifter
32b, switch33b, secondlevel shifter34b, andtransmitter 35b,
which operate in generally the same manner as the receiver
31a, first level shifter 32a, switch 33a, second level shifter
34a, and transmitter 35a, respectively.
As mentioned previously, the datamodifying bus buffer 20

is operable to monitor messages that are transferred from the
first databus 21 to the second databus 25 in order to detect the
presence of a particular type of message and modify this
particular message in any suitablemanner. For example, ori-
entational information including roll angle 0 information
may be transmitted to the weapons pod 11 from the mission
computer 21 in the formofamessagehaving aheader portion
and a data portion. According to MIL-STD-1553 protocol,
the header portion comprises a command word that may
contain address information of the particular peripheral
device 13and amessage type information relating to the type
ofdata containedwithin a plurality ofdata words included in
the message. The buffer controller 30, which is coupled to
first level shifter 32a, continuallymonitors the messages that
flow through the data modifying bus buffer 20 in order to
detect the presence ofaparticularmessage that is destined for
a weapon 13 coupled to the second databus 25 and having a
message type indicating that the data portion contains roll
angle 0 information. If this type ofmessage is encountered,
the bus controller 30 causes switch 33a to open thereby caus-
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is disposed on the triple ejector rack 11 at differing angles
relative to the roll angle 0 of the aircraft 10.

The roll angle 0 ofthe aircraft 10 is definedgenerally as the
angular orientationofthemainwing 12ofthe aircraft relative
to the horizontal plane of the Earth. As shown in FIG. 1, the
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that administers data transfers with at least one first databus
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peripheral devices such asweapons 13a, 13b,and 130. In one
embodiment, the databus is a MIL-STD-1553 or similar type
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ejector rack 11.According to the MIL-STD-1553 protocol,
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According to the present embodiment as shown in FIG. 2,

the first databus 21 is coupled to the second databus 25 via a
data modifying bus buffer 20. The datamodifying bus buffer
20 is configured to transfer andreceivemessages between the
mission computer 22 to any peripheral device 13. In a first
databus 21 that is implemented on an aircraft 10, the mission
computer 22 may be disposed within the fuselage of the
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aircraft 10, and the bus buffer 20 may be housed within the
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electrical signals transferred to and from the first 21 and
second 25 databuses as well as to decrease inherent loading
on the first databus 21 that may occur due to multiple periph-
eral devices 13coupledto the seconddatabus 25.However, in
other embodiments, this re-conditioning circuitrymay not be
included if electrical buffering between the first and second
databuses is not needed or desired.
A block diagram depicting several components of one

embodiment ofthe datamodifying bus buffer 20 are shown in
FIG. 3. The data modifying bus buffer 20 may have a buffer
controller 30 that is operable to monitor and control the flow
ofmessages through the data modifying bus buffer 20. The
data modifying bus buffer 20 may be bi-directional in that
messages may be transferred from the first databus 21 to the
second databus 25 or from the second databus 25 to the first
databus 21. For transferring messages from the first databus
21 to the second databus 25, a receiver 31a is provided that
receives signals according to the givenprotocol constraints of
the first databus 21. In the embodiment in which the first
databus 21 has a protocol compliantwith theMIL-STD-1553
standard, the receiver 31a is configured to accept Manchester
II, bi-polar type signals. In order to convert these bi-polar
signals to single-ended signals foruse by the buffer controller
30, a first level shifter 32a is included that is coupledbetween
the receiver 31a and the buffer controller 30. Following the
processing of signals from the first databus 21, a second level
shifter 34a is included to convert the single-ended signals
back to, in this example, Manchester type, bi-polar signals,
and then the signals are transmitted onto the second databus
25 via a transmitter 35a.A switch 33a couples the first level
shifter 32a to the second level shifter 34a. Switch 33a selec-
tively transfers messages comprising signals from the first
databus 21 directly to the seconddatabus 25, thereby defining
anoriginalpaththroughthe datamodifyingbus buffer 20.The
flow of messages from the second databus 25 to the first
databus 21 is provided by a receiver 31b, first level shifter
32b, switch33b, secondlevel shifter34b, andtransmitter 35b,
which operate in generally the same manner as the receiver
31a, first level shifter 32a, switch 33a, second level shifter
34a, and transmitter 35a, respectively.
As mentioned previously, the datamodifying bus buffer 20

is operable to monitor messages that are transferred from the
first databus 21 to the second databus 25 in order to detect the
presence of a particular type of message and modify this
particular message in any suitablemanner. For example, ori-
entational information including roll angle 0 information
may be transmitted to the weapons pod 11 from the mission
computer 21 in the formofamessagehaving aheader portion
and a data portion. According to MIL-STD-1553 protocol,
the header portion comprises a command word that may
contain address information of the particular peripheral
device 13and amessage type information relating to the type
ofdata containedwithin a plurality ofdata words included in
the message. The buffer controller 30, which is coupled to
first level shifter 32a, continuallymonitors the messages that
flow through the data modifying bus buffer 20 in order to
detect the presence ofaparticularmessage that is destined for
a weapon 13 coupled to the second databus 25 and having a
message type indicating that the data portion contains roll
angle 0 information. If this type ofmessage is encountered,
the bus controller 30 causes switch 33a to open thereby caus-
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ing the particular message to be transferred through the bus
controller 30, thereby defining an alternate path. The switch
33a may comprise any physical or solid-state device that
selectively creates an open circuit or closed circuit condition
between the first level shifter 32a and the second level shifter
34a. In one embodiment, the switchmay be a transistor, such
as a field effect transistor (FET) or a bipolar transistor.
Although the embodiment described above is implemented
on a first and second databus having a MIL-STD-1553 pro-
tocol, other embodiments may be implemented on databuses
having any protocol.

FIG. 4 shows several components ofthe bus controller 30,
which generally comprises amicroprocessor 40 that controls
a serial input port 41, a serial output port 42, a switch control
port 43, and a system memory 44 via a control bus 45. The
serial input port 41 is coupled to the first level shifter 32a and
is thus adapted to receivemessages being transferred through
the data modifying bus buffer 20. Conversely, the serial out-
put port 42 is coupled to the second level shifter 34a and is
thus adapted to transmit messages to the second level shifter
34awhen themessages aretransferred throughthe datamodi-
fying bus buffer 20 via the alternate path. The switch control
port 43 is provided to administer control over switches 33a
and 33b. System memory 44 may be included to contain
executable instructions used by microprocessor 40 as well as
for storage ofdata used by these executable instructions. The
memory 44 can include any one or combination of volatile
memory elements, such as random access memory (RAM),
dynamic random access memory (DRAM), static random
access memory (SRAM), and nonvolatile memory elements,
such as read only memory (ROM), erasable programmable
read only memory (EPROM), electronically erasable pro-
grammable read only memory (EEPROM), programmable
read only memory (PROM), tape, compact disc read only
memory (CD-ROM), disk, diskette, cartridge, or the like.
Moreover, the memory 44 may incorporate electronic, mag-
netic, optical, and/or other types of storage media.

For a data modifying bus buffer 20 of the present embodi-
ment that is implemented on first 21 and second 25 databuses
utilizing the MIL-STD-1553 protocol, FIG. 5 shows a timing
diagram depicting a sequence ofmessages through the data
modifying bus buffer 20, wherein the sequence ofmessages
includes a message to a peripheral device 13 having a mes-
sage type indicating a data portion containing roll angle 0
information. Row 50 indicates a sequential plurality ofmes-
sages that are transferred fromthemissioncontroller 21to the
peripheral device 13. Row 51 indicates a sequential plurality
ofmessages existing on the second databus 25 and row 52
indicatesmessages that originate from the remote terminal 13
and are destined for themission computer 25. The horizontal
axis represents the progression oftimewith specific instances
oftimedenotedby, for example, “t100.”Fromt100to t101, an
arbitrary message 53 comprising a command word is sent
from the mission computer 21 to the peripheral device 13.
Following issuance ofthe message 53, themission computer
21 ensuingly issues anothermessage 54 from t102 to t103 in
order to ensure that the prior command word was received
properly.At t104 to t105, the peripheral device 13responds to
the mission computer 21 by issuing a status word 55. As
shown, the commandmessages 53, 54, and statusmessage 55
are transferred through the bus buffer 20 generally unim-
peded. The aforedescribed sequence ofmessages indicates a
typical flow ofmessages from the mission computer to the
peripheral devices. In this example, neither of the messages
comprises amessage type corresponding to roll angle 0 infor-
mation and addressed to a particular peripheral device 13 on
the second databus 25. Messages such as these will be trans-
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6
ferred through the datamodifying bus buffer 20 via the origi-
nal path. In this example, the switch 33a is in the closed
position.

From t106 onward indicates a sequence of messages
through the data modifying bus buffer 20 that may occur due
to the mission computer 21 sending a message comprising
roll angle 0 information to one particular peripheral device
13. From t106 to t109, the mission controller 21 attempts to
issue amessage 56 comprising roll angle 0 information to the
particular peripheral device 13. Because the command word
is the first of the plurality of words transmitted with the
message, the buffer controller 30 detects the presence ofthis
and thus opens switch 33a. As shown, only a portion of
message 56' was transferred to the second databus 25,
wherein the portion of the message following the command
word has been truncatedby switch 33a. It is important to note
that message 56' is of no consequence to any peripheral
device 13 on the second databus 25 in that the peripheral
device 13 will have the necessary intelligence to ignore any
message having only a header portionwith no appended data
portion.
As describedpreviously, the buffer controller 30 is adapted

to open switch 33a when a peripheral device 13 is addressed
containing roll angle 0 information via the RT address and
sub-addressmode/word countmode codeportion ofthe com-
mand word. In this manner, the message is transferred
through the data modifying bus buffer 20 using the alternate
path, whereby the data portion ofthe message is modified. In
one embodiment, the data portion of the message may be
modified by reading the roll angle 0 information provided
within the original message and calculating an offset value
pertinent to the current orientation of the weapon 13 on the
triple ejector rack 11.This calculated value is then appended
onto the original header portion of the message and trans-
ferred to the second databus 25 via output port 42, thereby
forming message 57 (t108 to t111).
As a consequenceofa typical implementation ofthe opera-

tional flight plan, the mission controller 21 may transmit an
ensuing message 58 to the peripheral device 13 requesting a
status of the previously sent message 56 from t110 to t113.
However, only a portion of the message 58' may be trans-
ferred to the second databus 25 due to truncation of the first
part thereof(t112 to t113). This truncatedmessage 58' is ofno
consequence to any peripheral device 13 on the second data-
bus 25 in that the peripheral device 13will have the necessary
intelligence to ignore any status message having a first por-
tion thereof, which has been truncated. Nevertheless, after
some arbitrary period oftime inwhich the mission controller
21has not received a valid response to the statusmessage, the
mission controller 21 may issue another status message 59
from t114 to t115 requesting the status ofthe previously sent
message 56 containing roll angle 0 information. In response,
the peripheral device 13responds to themission controller 21
via message 60 during t116 to t117.

The behavior of the data modifying bus buffer 20 as
described abovemay be implemented by executable instruc-
tions that are stored in memory 44 and are executable by the
buffer controller 30. Moreover, the executable instructions
may be implemented by a software program that is written
and compiled in any programming language, from which
executable instructions suitable for use by the buffer control-
ler 30may be generated, including C, C++, assembly, JAVA,
or the like.
It will be apparent that many modifications and variations

may be made to embodiments ofthe present invention, as set
forth above, without departing substantially from the prin-
ciples of the present invention. For example, although the
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device 13 will have the necessary intelligence to ignore any
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through the data modifying bus buffer 20 using the alternate
path, whereby the data portion ofthe message is modified. In
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modified by reading the roll angle 0 information provided
within the original message and calculating an offset value
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onto the original header portion of the message and trans-
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tional flight plan, the mission controller 21 may transmit an
ensuing message 58 to the peripheral device 13 requesting a
status of the previously sent message 56 from t110 to t113.
However, only a portion of the message 58' may be trans-
ferred to the second databus 25 due to truncation of the first
part thereof(t112 to t113). This truncatedmessage 58' is ofno
consequence to any peripheral device 13 on the second data-
bus 25 in that the peripheral device 13will have the necessary
intelligence to ignore any status message having a first por-
tion thereof, which has been truncated. Nevertheless, after
some arbitrary period oftime inwhich the mission controller
21has not received a valid response to the statusmessage, the
mission controller 21 may issue another status message 59
from t114 to t115 requesting the status ofthe previously sent
message 56 containing roll angle 0 information. In response,
the peripheral device 13responds to themission controller 21
via message 60 during t116 to t117.

The behavior of the data modifying bus buffer 20 as
described abovemay be implemented by executable instruc-
tions that are stored in memory 44 and are executable by the
buffer controller 30. Moreover, the executable instructions
may be implemented by a software program that is written
and compiled in any programming language, from which
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ciples of the present invention. For example, although the
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description as set forth abovewas directed to modification of
a message on a MIL-STD-1553 compliant databus incorpo-
rating roll angle information, the data modifying bus buffer
20 may be adapted to modify virtually any type ofmessage
that may be transferred between two databuses having a simi-
lar protocol. Therefore, all suchmodifications and variations
are intended to be included herein within the scope of the
present invention, as defined in the claims that follow.

What is claimed is:
1.A method for modifying a particular data signal trans-

ferred from a first databus ofa vehicle to a second databus of
an associated peripheral device, comprising:
monitoring the first databus for the presence ofthe particu-
lar data signal, wherein the particular data signal com-
prises a header portion and an original data portion;

in response to the presence of the particular data signal,
transferring amodifieddata signal to the seconddatabus,
the modified data signal comprising the header portion
and a modified data portion, wherein the modified data

10

8
portion includes information that has been modified
from the original data portion.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
transferring the modified data signal through an alternate

path, wherein other data signals are transferred through
an original path.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:
after the particular data signal is found, isolating an origi-
nal path between the first and second databuses via a
switch.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the first and second
databuses are MIL-STD-1553 databuses.
5. The method ofclaim 1,wherein the peripheral device is

a weapons pod.
6. The method of claim 5, wherein the weapons pod is

adapted to hold two or more weapons.
7.Themethodofclaim 1,wherein theparticular data signal

is adapted to contain orientational information ofthe vehicle.
8. The method ofclaim 1,wherein the vehicle is a military

aircraft.
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